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Some people don’t understand ‘why’ mandated altering of every dog/cat, stray dog/cat, owned dog/cat, etc will not be “the” solution to
reducing the animals that people give up, that are later unwanted, or where owners (who want a new pet) don’t seem to choose the pets
that are IN shelters, etc.  The problems associated with shelter killing are not difficult to understand. The majority of most shelter
populations consist of mixed breed male juvenile dogs that are approximately 1.5yr -2years.old, that were obtained at little to no cost,
and usually have received minimal vet care and behavioral training. It is usually those dogs that don’t find homes, so it is the source of
those dogs that would be targeted through prevention (low cost/free altering) Unfortunately, the targeted/focused altering is not widely
stressed but instead, animal extremists say that ALL owned animals should be altered. This misses the mark completely and also
ignores FERAL cats, which are considered “not owned.” Most shelter killing is for feral cats and not canines. 

In some shelters, there are also some smaller breed dogs and mixed breed small dogs, or surrendered family dogs,  but in many cases,
especially in the West, many shelters have no puppies, and no smaller breed dogs, and few family dogs.  Thus, importing from a
Central California shelter to Northern California shelters is common due to lack of “desired” dogs.  While no one is usually opposed to
importing dogs from one shelter to another, there are often blatant misrepresentations taking place which often confuses the public.
Misrepresentations are usually used by animal extremists that would like to END the ownership of pets as we know it today, for the
simple fact that they believe animals should not be owned, and that animals are NOT property. This desire to END pet ownership is
often referred to as  the hidden agenda of the animal extremists. It is called that simply because extremists often hide their actual intent
when legislating for new laws, when trying to get their agenda passed in a shelter, when trying to convince city council.

MISREPRESENTATION

Mandated (forced) altering of all dogs/cats is a worthy and
logical goal because it will ‘stop’ all the shelter killing.

                            REALITY

Mandated altering has failed in 95% of jurisdictions that
attempted it; COSTS usually double, triple, or go higher than
that; hunting down “non-compliant” people is impossible in a
large city; enforcement is not possible due to time/costs; many
targets are low income people who would surrender the animal
rather than pay, so shelter population goes UP NOT down.



            MISREPRESENTATION

No one should breed an animal because there are too many
animals in shelters already.

No one should ‘buy’ an animal because there are too many
animals in shelters already.

The animals in shelters are all because of dog or cat breeders,
therefore breeding is bad and wrong. It is not ethical.

 REALITY

The reality is that NOT every owner WANTS whichever animal
is in the shelter. We are talking about supply/demand. Do we
need to FORCE people to take shelter animals? No.

The United States was formed specifically to get away from a
country that was run by tyranny. Buying an animal is a choice
that should be allowed for anyone who wants to own a pet. 
Whether that animal comes from a shelter or not, citizens should
have the choice to decide for themselves.

While almost laughable, it is certainly not true. Most shelter
animals are mixed breed, medium sized breeds, and most are
male dogs. Most are the result of unplanned ties and not the
product of a person specifically breeding to make either a
financial gain, or a living. Dogs purposely bred to better the
breed or to meet demand from consumers are usually designer
small breeds (say maltese/poodle, chihuahua/yorkie,
schnauzer/poodle, etc) or just purebred small breeds, or other
sought after purebred dogs. Highly sought after dogs such as
Yorkies and small Maltese, Bichon and the like are seldom seen
in shelters. And if they are in a shelter, they usually go the
highest bidder at the shelter auction. ($700 is not uncommon.)



             MISREPRESENTATION

Taxpayers have to fork over taxes to pay for killing shelter
animals

Shelters are FULL of animals that are healthy and “good
natured”

REALITY

The laws set up to fund shelters often involve mandated funds
which means the state contributes to the shelters on certain
programs; often the state ends up owing the shelters for the
animals they kill. So the shelters that kill less may receive less
money from the state. In regard to laws proposing to fine owners
and theoretically RAISE funds, oftentimes the funds never
appear, and the state will end up owing the shelters. When the
state does not have any extra money (often the case) then such
proposals do not serve any purpose since unpaid fines don’t
bring in money, it brings in more killed animals which are not
retrieved by owners who can’t afford the fines.

The reality of shelter expenses is that most of the expenses
involve the non-avoidable costs such as employee salaries,
benefits, fixed expenses, normal business expenses, normal
shelter expenses such as gasoline, vehicle maintenance,
administrative expenses, overhead, etc.  It is actually less
expensive to kill an animal than to keep it housed, as evidenced
by the long term housing of animals kept as evidence in criminal
animal cases.  So the theory of “costing” more to kill than
housing is not accurate.

Perhaps some shelters have more “good natured” animals than
others, and perhaps many of them are “healthy.” The question is,
just because an animal might be healthy, does that mean a
person should be forced to take it? If someone has 2 small kids
that have no dog experience, should they be forced to take a dog
with an unknown history/background?  



Because more than 50% of the fatal canine attacks on humans
are caused by either re-homed (like on Craigslist), rescued, or
shelter dogs–where shelter/re-homed/rescued only make up
approx. 15-19% of all dogs owned, out of 70 million dogs–
It is a definite factor to consider when choosing a dog that is to
be re-homed.  In many if not most shelters, the testing done to
the dogs is not by a professional, trained or certified behaviorist.

Many shelters just use shelter workers who have worked in the
shelter for awhile.  There is no national standardized shelter
testing method, nor any uniform testing nationwide.
Remarkably, most people assume that all animals are tested the
same nationwide. By watching Animal Planet, which employs
the Sue Sternberg method (fake hand on a stick) employees can
usually eliminate a shelter dog quickly by saying it growled or
snapped, or reacted adversely to poking, prodding, or moving
the food bowl. This method is not necessarily a reliable testing
method but is often  used to eliminate many animals from
passing. However, there are animals that can pass this testing
and still be unsafe. This is proven in studies which have gone
over the dogs that have bitten children.

Further, many animal rights people now work inside shelters and
shelters might release questionable dogs to rescues, even if they
are known biters, or have shown borderline tendencies. Dogs
failing temperament testing in shelters can be released to rescue
groups in California if there is a reasonable chance for
rehabilitation.  “Reasonable” is very subjective and therefore it
is not surprising that some dogs which have failed testing go out
into the public via rescue groups.



                              MISREPRESENTATION

Altering a dog will cause it to be non-aggressive to people

Intact (not altered) male dogs are more likely to bite you

                                REALITY 

Unfortunately, this is not necessarily true.  Studies show that
altering MAY enable less behavior such as humping, or sexual-
related behavior BUT other studies show that as far as
aggression is concerned to people, if a dog was already
aggressive prior to altering, the altering does not likely change
that.  It is a fact that many animal extremists try and use
“altering” as a cure-all for any behavioral problems.  The fact is
that altering may cause certain health problems and that very
early altering is usually not in the best interests of the animal’s
health overall. 

Studies on this subject show that there are cases which only
considered “fatal” attacks, not just dog bites. While the fatal
attacks might involve more intact males, there are bite studies
which show there are no differences between female or male
intact dogs; and there are studies which show the ALTERED
female dog may actually be more aggressive.  In regard to the
fatal attacks, there are a very limited number overall, so whether
it just so happened to involve an intact male could also be due to
the fact that many owners who want dogs for protection might
live in areas of higher crime, and just not have the money or
desire to alter their dog.  It is not assumed that the intact status is
what actually caused an “attack” since most all SHOW dogs are
intact, yet hundreds of them will be in the same place at the
same time without killing or hurting anyone.  Too much
emphasis is placed upon the reproductive status of dogs, mostly
because the animal rights people want everyone to BELIEVE
that “intact” dogs are more dangerous. 
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